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HATONN

IMMUNIZATIONS
AND
VACCINATIONS
This portion is for Dalene specifically. It is, however, good fodder
upon which all might chew-especially those with wee children in
the midst.
There are horrendous problems
and brain damage which can be
put upon children from childhood
vaccinations of the DPT and
Smallpox vaccinations, as well as
measles vaccine. I would ordinarily tell you parents to abstain from
the vaccinations because of the
lack of outbreaks.
This can no
longer be a valid approach because the outbreaks are being orchestrated just as is the measles
outbreak at this current date. Further, even your board of health
operatives are stating that the
measles are caused by a much
“stronger” virus.
This will henceforth be true of all
flu, childhood diseases, etc. Pay
close attention to the infection areas and read all data with the information in the Journals dealing
with the subject of infectious diseasei.
Dalene, it is better to allow the
immunization follow43n since little’
Andy has already had ,the first of.
the series.’ - Use thh- sti~&tion,
however: MAKE SURE ‘IHE

“SHOT IS NOT FROM A NEW
BATCH BUT RATHER FROM
A BATCH ALREADY
UTILIZED ON CHILDREN PRIOR
TO THE BABY-THIS
CUTS
YOUR
RISK
OF A BAD
BATCH OF SERUM.
IF ALL
AVAILABLE IS FROM A NEW
ORDER OR BATCH--WAIT A
COUPLE OF WEEKS.
“They” are goingto step up’ their
deliberate infecting schedules and
even though the infecting virus
will be stronger in strain, the disease will not be apt to be as severe
as with no immunization at ‘all. It
is a balanced risk but we must give
the child the added resistance.
,MALATHION

SPRAYING

It is now proven by the malathion
spraying in Los Angeles that you
cannot get any type of experimental
indiscretions
shut
down
What
they
are
doing with
malathion is reprehensrble.
You
will, if nothing else, have a totally
unbalanced growing year with a
resistant strain of insect and all the
good insects have now been destroyed as welL You will have an
upsurge of “pest” populations and
toxic insects. The ones in charge
of the spraying don’t actually
know what to do about the fruit
illseabecaIlse
thqarenot
telling
the facts. The facts are that the
infestations .are intentionally set-

up and orchestrated to wipe out
the citrus crop. For every spraying, new flies are released. When
it works in California it will be
spread to the other fruit growing
areas. The situation will worsen
because the migrant farm workers
are also a target of the Conspiracy.
As they move along with the
spraying and other tactics, there
be introduced
will gradually
viruses which will run rampant
through the indigent community.
TODAY: PAY ATTENTION
TO THE NEWS
Some of the things I will write in
this Express will be fully explained
in the forthcoming Journal. If for
any reason Dharma should. get
shutdown I will give you backup
resources to confirm that which I
give you. It is, however, imperative that you be awakened to the
situation and then you can come
into comfort with the truth of it at
your own timing. You ones claim
to..war&newsthat
no other news
letter has-well, here goes and let
us see ifyou are mature enough to
h&&&it.
i
The most important one item in’
yesterday’s andqoday’s news is the
rift in the government of Israelyou can judge of its importance by
its ranking in the news-press.
Some‘papers will place it on the
frq~tpqp-but
few. Most will do
. wh&lk~C
has done-in

--

will go unnoticed by the largest
number of readers---outstripped
by the Russian news and some relaxing of trade
imbargos in
Nicaragua.
The second most important item is
almost equally important because
of the inter-relationship
of the
two. That one being the, “Soviets
OK Presidency Measure”.
No. 1: “Prime Minister Yitzhak
Shamir on Tuesday dissolved a
political alliance with the centerleft Labor Party in a crisis brought
to a head by President Bush’s
comments
on the status of
Jerusalem.
“Shamir fired Vice Premier Shimon Peres, the Labor leader, and
the 10 other Labor ministers submitted their resignations after an
impasse was reached on whether
to accept U.S. proposals for talks
in Cairo with a Palestinian delegation.”
There is more to the article but
this is all that is important to this
subject at this moment. This rift
revolves around
“peace” talks.
The Israeli “Zionist” are out to
have war--NOT PEACE.
They
have done every heinous thing to
the Palestinians in order to start a
full blown war and they have been
armed with U.S. nuclear war
weapons for many years now. The
Zionists also control over 60% of
your U.S. Congress.
The actual play for power is between the Bolshevic/Zionists and
the Banker’s Cartel (Rockefeller,
etc.).
YOU WILL HAVE A
NUCLEARWARANDIF
SOMETHING
DOESN’T HAPPEN AS IT DID IN 1982~IT
WILL BE SOON INDEED.
For you who might not be informed: There was a nuclear first
strike planned for over a vear to
be staged on Sept. 17,198&---BY
THE
UNITED
STmS
iTp
AMERICA
AGAINST
RUSSU~ .
/

my friends, and you have no way
to come out very well under present circumstances.

There has been another planned
since that time but you can get full
documentation of the 1982 incident and you will need that confirmation for the rest gets too far
out for you sleepy little folk to
handle. Believe me, dear friends,
“they” want to cut the population
of America by millions and they
can do it if you don’t get a shelter
system and it may already be too
late.

The Soviets are totally aggravated
with you nice people and they now
know their only prayer of survival
is a first strike. Further, they have
completely surrounded your country and South America with submarines with missiles and have literally hundreds
in placement
around your periphery. They also
have a better beam weapon system
than do you and it is in place and
operable
from
any distance.
These are the reasons for all your
missile
and
shuttle
“secret”
launches.

No. 2: The Russians have just
done IT.! They are moving as fast
as they can to get a government
structured in that a “president” can
shove off war by his singular
opinion. Mr. Gorbachev can now
order a full-blown first strike
against America.

YOU SIMPLY
HAVE THE
DEVIL
AGAINST
SATAN--BUT THESE DRAGONS DEVOUR EVERYTHING IN THE
WAY AS THEY GO INTO
BATTLE.

Why would he do that? Because
the Global Banker’s Cartel is getting ready to rip the economic rug
out from under your world and
about the only thing that would
save the situation would be a major world war rof massive size. It is
to the point of very little time left
to manage the money and economy stability. Which comes first?
The chicken or the egg?

CALL FROM YUCCA VAL
LEY RE: WAR, ETC.
There was a call received by
Oberli on Sunday evening from a
most distressed person in Yucca
Valley. He had just received word
from a considered reliable resource, that the word was coming
forth that there would probably be
war--Soviet first strike by the end
of April. I do not approve of specific dates given in such matters
and it was, in fact, put more correctly: “Within a couple of months
the probability of war is viable; get
prepared with the best available
shelter, get water in goodly supply,
food into the emergency and survival larders and get your money
into gold.”

Both sides now have all they need
in space to pull it all off in missive
order. The “funny money” gets to
be a side issue because the
Japanese won’t roll over and play
dead for they have gained too
much strength. Germany is occupied with all they can handle in
the “united Germany” and all of
Europe is reeling under poverty
and bankruptcy.
AND, YOUR
TRADE
DEFICIT
IS STILL
WELL OVER 100 BILLION
DOLLARS
AND EXPECI’ED
TO GROW.

I choose to not respond for you
have been given constant updates
on the situation and frankly, we
are not allowed to do more. The
signs are all about you-in confrontation of the spiritual guides,
such as the Gatehouse, we have
informed you on vet+ Earthy matters-it is time for you to take re

I can guarantee that more people
will read the first page story in the
local paper that headlines: “AGE
25 TO 34 PRIME TIME FOR
GAINING WEIGHT’, than will
even take note of all the above.
You are facing as big an :emergency as ,&me&a .has ever faced,
e’
*
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sponsibility for your actions. You
have all the information to rccognize probabilities---what
will
you do? I cannot dig your shelters
nor pound your representatives
upon their heads. The ones in this
place have no resources to even
care for themselves.
I suggest if
you can get some money resources
into the “Institute” you can get the
word out faster and if you can get
the preliminary Journals scattered
sufficiently, then the next three
will be shocking indeed--but accepted as the truth they are.

duits for nuclear explosions which
will trigger the quakes themselves.
There is only one major way out
for your conspirators within your
government/military---natural
disasters to render a nation helpless. Already your weather is prearranged by the beam systems-mostly to gain control of your
growing fields and monetary resources.
If you feel like sitting
ducks on open water between two
factions with assault weapons
aimed at you---that is exactly
where you sit!

These ones in this place will continue to do that which they can for
just as long as they can. Make
sure
“down-wind
YOU are
(prevailing winds) from any really
suspected target and be prepared
to get into a wash area or some
protective barrier--boulders, hills,
etc.

There have been dams deliberately destroyed by your Conspirators and worse, there are “bombs”
at the base of every major dam in
your world ready to detonate
when the time is proper and if the
quakes don’t do their allotted
work

Will it happen? Possibly not if the
money cartel has its way-the
powers are so strong on either side
that it may reach matchpoint--I do
not speculate on this incident.
YOU WILL HAVE WAR AND
YOU ALL KNOW THAT YOU
WILL--EVEN IF ITIS ONLY IN
YOUR OWN CENTRAL AND
SOUTH AMERICA.
IT MUST
BE BECOMING
OBVIOUS
WHYBUSHHASTOBUYOPF
THE CENTRAL
AMERICAN
COUNTRIES---THAT
IS YOUR
ONLY SOUTHERNBARRIER
SIMPLY TAKE YOU UP
Oh, how I would love to simply
gather you dear ones up and make
your world all better and filled
with peace and joy-it is not to be,
however, for the sequence of turmoil and chaos is unwinding exactly as predicted.
Now, I shall tell .you dreadful
news. You are aware that there
have been great holes drilled
along your fault lines throughout
your nation-“to
study earthquakes”. They also serve as con;:

Your children are killing each
other over sneakers and warm-up
jackets in the cities-do you think
this is less heino&?
Well, Hatonn doesn’t like to be
the bearer of bad news any better
than you like to receive it. It is
easier to find a teacher who will
soothe your feathers and sing you
night-time songs to allow you to
sleep-it
will not save your lives,
however, and ultimately neither
will it save of your souls for you
are lied to about “the judgment”.
You have one-do you hear me?ONE true hope. Unity! Unity
and Community action will get you
through-a
gathering together of
purpose to the one goal and not
frittered fragmented “pork-barrel”
issue. The unification must come
through
civil action and not
“reaction” and illegal disorderunity into purpose in the truth of
God. You cure AIDS not to “save
the Gays” but to save the human
race. There is naught wrong with
homosexuals as long as they do
not practice activities against the
laws of God and The Creationunfortuna*>
ph@al
interrela1,
.:3
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tions are ‘behaviors” not willing to
be put aside. This same rule is for
heterosexuals---man, woman, child
or beast.
You ones must find your focus
again, in the laws of God, for the
Evil Prince has destroyed your
ability to reason in properness.
Six billion bodies plus beasts upon
a planet designed for 500 million is
too much and the Satanic Orders
will get rid of you ones unless you
unite in purpose within the power
of God. This you can know, for
ultimately you also know that the
Lighted Christos shall prevail for it
is so written in the books of life.
This planet will be healed and
Sananda, (the Healing-Life) is returned for that very purpose---so
be it.
You can throw out this information and stomp it into the ground.
You can vote Hatonn out of existence and Dharma into an institution---it will change not a hair of
it. Youcan go unto ones who will
tell you everything you want to
hear---but you will recognize the
lie of it. Herein you shall always
have the truth to the best of our
probability calculations, and the
hope and support
to see it
through-you
will never be told
“that which you only ?$sh’ to
hear”.
Your major powers are lin$g up
their defenses and placing their final plans--the time clock is ticking
madly away while you tarry at
making up thine minds-well, Satan won’t’ wait for you---the
hope?-GOD
WILL! God will
always be there for you even unto
the midnight hour.
.
I herein present some serious \
thought material unto you. There
is currently an Episcopal Priest
making the rounds of every talk
show and getting a write-up in all
the MAJOR news papers. I shall
just relate the story and leave it in
your hands.
.

His name is Robert Williams and
he lives with his lover, James
Kelly. He is gay (which is ahight--but he practices all the gay relationships). His thrust in counseling is that monogamous
relationships are unnatural and there
is no such thing as adultery or fornication---all things between consenting adults is suitable and children should be taught as much in
their very early years. He also
quotes another gay priest with
whom he bases more of his counselling that celibacy past the age of
10 or 12 is physically harmful. He
also stated that Mother Theresa
would be far better off and healthy
if she simply gave up celibacy and
that condoms solve the AIDS
problem and allows good and
healthy sexual activity in safety.
Abortion is a subject totally up to
the woman involved and marriage
or agreements should be only between consenting
parties and
subject to change upon changing
attitudes of commitment.
SO BE
IT, YOU ONES HAVE GREAT
TROUBLES
WORLD! THIS &
IS :s
THE CHURCH
INVOLVED
BECAUSE THEY DENOUNCE
HIS PREACHING---FROM
THE
ORTHODOX CHURCH PULPfl!
COULD THIS BE THE DEMON
WITHIN? I FEAR, BELOWZD
ONES, IT IS ONLY MORE SUBTLE FROM 99.99% OF YOUR
“CHURCH” PULPITS---IT
IS
FOR MODERN
NOT!

TIMES”4

JEST

I remind you of something most
important: LOVE IS A SPIRITUAL STATE OF BEING---IT
REQUIRES
NO PHYSICAL
EXPRESSION
WHAT-SOEVER PONDER IT! PHYSICAL EXPRESSION
IN ANY
FORM OF INTERCOURSE
IS

A FLESHLY RESPONSE-NEITHER GOOD NOR BAD. lTIS

AS

WITH

“LUST’-IT

DE

PENDS UPON WHATYOU DO

IN PHYSICAL ACIXON THAT
DETERMINESTRUTH! YOU

HAVE BEEN GIVEN GUIDELINES AND IF YE CHOOSE
TO BREAK OF THOSE LAWS,
SO BE IT, IT IS NO BUSINESS
OF MINE BUT YOU ONES
CONTINUE TO ASK GOD TO
SAVE
YOU,
HELP
YOU,
MAKE YOU THIS, THAT OR
THE OTHER AND THENYOU
FUNCTION IN THE WAYS OF
SATAN AND CONDEMN GOD
FOR YOUR MESS.
THAT,
TOO, IS YOUR BUSINESS--BUT I SUGGEST THAT IT
PROBABLY ISNT THE WISEST MODE OF BEHAVIOR.
DO THAT WHICH YOU WILL--BUT KNOW THAT IT IS
YOUR CHOICE.
GOD WILL
ALLOW YOU TO BLUNDER
ANDFLOPINTHEWIND
JUST AS LONG AS THAT IS
YOUR CHOICE OF BEHAVIOR---FOR
HE WILL NOT
INTERFERE
WITH
YOUR
FREE-WILL OF ACTION AND
DECISION.
IF YOU ACT IN
IGNORANCE
IT IS OVERLOOKED BUT ONCE YOU
KNOW TRUTH--AND
YOU
DELIBERATELY
TARE THE
ROUTE OF EVIL--YOU HAVE
MADE
CHOICE!
YOUR
iiiii%
llik!it~k;~?i
ABOUT
l-0
PULL
DOWN
SOME
HEINOUS
THINGS
UPON
YOU
WHILE
YOU
MAKE YOUR PICNIC PLANS
AND HOORAY OVER THE
RAIDERS GOING BACK TO
OAKLAND!
THE RAIDERS
ARE AT YOUR VERY OWN
DOOR-AND
THEY DON’T
PLAYFOOTBALL
Let us close this and keep it to the
smaller mailing. I wrap you ones
in my love and The Master stands
to take thine hand. At this time,
we are allowed to do not more.
THE
WORD
MUST
Go

FORTH THAT YOU CAN
TAKE ACI’ION. GOD HAVE
MBRCY FOR THE PICTURE
IS INl%ED UGLY IN THIS
PASSAGE. BUT HE WILL
IJFI’ YOY
Up AND SHOW
I
:
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YOU THE WAY. SALU,
HATONN
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